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BACKGROUND 
 
France today is one of the most modern countries in the world and is a leader among European 
nations. It plays an influential global role as a permanent member of the United Nations 
Security Council, NATO, the G-7, the G-20, the EU, and other multilateral organizations. France 
rejoined NATO's integrated military command structure in 2009, reversing DE GAULLE's 1966 
decision to withdraw French forces from NATO. Since 1958, it has constructed a hybrid 
presidential-parliamentary governing system resistant to the instabilities experienced in 
earlier, more purely parliamentary administrations. In recent decades, its reconciliation and 
cooperation with Germany have proved central to the economic integration of Europe, 
including the introduction of a common currency, the euro, in January 1999. In the early 21st 
century, five French overseas entities - French Guiana, Guadeloupe, Martinique, Mayotte, and 
Reunion - became French regions and were made part of France proper. 

 
Geography: Western Europe, bordering 
the Bay of Biscay and English Channel, 
between Belgium and Spain, southeast of 
the UK; bordering the Mediterranean 
Sea, between Italy and Spain. Total area 
551,500 sq km. 
 
People: Total population is 67,106,161 
and median age is 41.4 years. 
 
Agriculture: Wheat, cereals, sugar 
beets, potatoes, wine grapes; beef, 
dairy products and fish. 
 
Industries: Machinery, chemicals, 
automobiles, metallurgy, aircraft, 
electronics; textiles, food processing and 
tourism. 
 
Environment: Some forest damage from 
acid rain; air pollution from industrial 
and vehicle emissions; water pollution 
from urban wastes, agricultural runoff. 
 

 

 
Economy and Infrastructure: The French economy is diversified across all sectors. The 
government has partially or fully privatized many large companies, including Air France, France 
Telecom, Renault, and Thales. However, the government maintains a strong presence in some 
sectors, particularly power, public transport, and defense industries. France is the most visited 
country in the world with 89 million foreign tourists in 2017. France's leaders remain 
committed to a capitalism in which they maintain social equity by means of laws, tax policies, 
and social spending that mitigate economic inequality. Since entering office in May 2017, 
President Emmanuel MACRON launched a series of economic reforms to improve 
competitiveness and boost economic growth. President MACRON campaigned on reforming 
France’s labor code and in late 2017 implemented a range of reforms to increase flexibility in 
the labor market by making it easier for firms to hire and fire and simplifying negotiations 
between employers and employees. In addition to labor reforms, President MACRON’s 2018 
budget cuts public spending, taxes, and social security contributions to spur private investment 
and increase purchasing power. The government plans to gradually reduce corporate tax rate 
for businesses from 33.3% to 25% by 2022. 
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THE WINE INDUSTRY 

 

1. WINE REGIONS 

 

 
The main wine regions of France are Alsace, Beaujolais, Bordeaux, Burgundy, Champagne, 
Corsica, Jura, Languedoc, Loire, Provence, Rhône, Savoy and the South West of France. There 
are currently 339 AOC / AOP (Appellation d'Origine Contrôlée / Appellation d'Origine Protégée) 
and 74 IGP (Indication Géographique Protégée) for French wines. 
Sources: Vineyards.com  

 
2. AREA UNDER VINES 

 

YEAR HECTARES 

2013 793 000 
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2014 789 000 

2015 785 000 

2016 786 000 

2017 787 000 

2018* 793 000 

*Provisional 

Source: OIV 

 

3. CULTIVARS 
 
White Grape Varieties 
 
Chardonnay – Burgundy; Champagne; Languedoc. The traditional white grape of Burgundy 
(such as Chablis), Chardonnay is grown all over France and is probably the most famous white 
varietal in the world today. 
Chenin blanc – Loire Valley. Used frequently in the Loire Valley (where it is also called Pineau 
de la Loire). 
Clairette – white grape found commonly in the Languedoc and Rhône. 
Gewürztraminer – Alsace 
Grenache Blanc – usually included as part of a blend in Languedoc and the Rhône. 
Marsanne – Rhône Valley. 
Mauzac – minor grape used in blending, in southwest France. 
Muscadelle – the 3rd grape in the Sauternes blend, also makes sweet wines in Ste Croix-du-
Mont. 
Muscadet – Loire Valley. 
Petit Manseng – lesser grape used in Languedoc white blends  
Pinot Auxerrois – used in blends in the Alsace Region. 
Pinot Blanc – Alsace. 
Pinot Gris – cousin to Pinot Blanc, this grape is also used widely in Alsace. 
Riesling – grown in Alsace, used to make many single varietal wines.  
Roussanne – Rhône Valley. 
Sauvignon blanc – Bordeaux; Loire Valley; southwestern France; Languedoc. Used to make 
Sancerre, Pouilly Fumé and Menetou-Salon in the Loire. Also widely used in Bordeaux (Graves, 
Entre- Deux-Mers) and throughout the south.  
Sauvignon Gris – minor grape used in Sauternes. 
Sémillon – Bordeaux; Southwest France. The great Sauternes grape, used all over Bordeaux and 
southwest France in other sweetie appellations like Monbazillac and Soussignac. 
Ugni Blanc – a base grape for many white wines throughout the south and a main ingredient in 
cognac. 
Viognier – Rhône Valley; Languedoc. Wildly aromatic grape used in the south and the main 
grape used in the Condrieu wines. 
 
Red Grape Varieties 
 
Alicante Bouschet – light, slightly acidic grape used in Corsica and Provence for the reds. 
Cabernet Sauvignon – Bordeaux; Southwest France; Languedoc. The king of French grapes, and 
principal grape used in the famed Medoc, or left bank of Bordeaux. Grown all over the country. 
Cabernet Franc – Loire Valley; Bordeaux; Southwest France. The main grape in Loire reds, and 
secondary grape in Bordeaux. 
Carignan – Rhône Valley; Southern France. Of Spanish heritage, also used widely in Sardinia. In 
France it is a blender grape found frequently in the Languedoc on the other side of the Spanish 
border. 
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Cinsault – Rhône Valley; Southern France. The grape has soft, fruity flavors and makes both 
rosé and red wines in Provence, Languedoc, and Rhône. 
Duras – minor grape cultivated in Gaillac. 
Gamay – Beaujolais. The main grape used in Beaujolais, noted for its strawberry flavors. Also 
used in some Loire reds, and in Gaillac and Fronton near Toulouse. 
Grenache (Noir) – Rhône Valley; Southern France. 
Malbec – Southwest France; Bordeaux. The grape that launched Argentina to fame is actually of 
French descent and it is grown especially in southwest France. Called “Auxerrois” in Cahors and 
“Cot” in the Loire. 
Merille– minor blender grape used in appellations like Fronton, Buzet & Côtes du Marmandais. 
Merlot – Bordeaux; Southwest France; Languedoc. Most famously used to make fine right bank 
wines in Bordeaux (Saint-Emilion and Pomerol), Merlot is grown all over France. 
Mourvèdre – Rhône Valley; Southern France. A delightful Southwestern varietal. 
Negrette – this lesser known grape is use in Gaillac and Fronton. 
Picpoul Noir – minor grape in the Languedoc and Rhône. 
Pinot Meunier – the black grape in the Champagne blend. 
Pinot Noir – Burgundy; Champagne. The most mythical wines using Pinot Noir would be in 
Burgundy’s Côte d’Or.  
Syrah – Rhône Valley; Southern France. The fabulously spicy grape also known as “Shiraz” 
outside of France. Grown all over France, but most famously in Côte-Rôtie 
Tanna t– more widely used in Uruguay than France, it is nevertheless an important southwest 
varietal with structure and backbone, often used in blends. 
Sources: https://www.cellartours.com and https://www.dummies.com 

 

4. PRODUCTION 

Domestic Wine Production 

YEAR ‘000 litres 

2012 4 150 000 

2013 4 200 000 

2014 4 650 000 

2015 4 700 000 

2016 4 540 000 

2017 3 670 000 

2018* 4 860 000 

*Provisional 

Source: OIV 

 

5. CONSUMPTION 

Consumption is currently at 36.20 litres per capita. 

YEAR ‘000 litres 

2013 2 780 000 

2014 2 750 000 

2015 2 730 000 

https://www.dummies.com/
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2016 2 710 000 

2017 2 700 000 

2018* 2 600 000 

*Provisional 

Source: OIV 

 

Per capita consumption 

YEAR 
LITRES  

PER CAPITA 

2011 39.10 

2012 38.60 

2013 38.20 

2014 37.80 

2015 37.40 

2016 36.60 

2017 36.20 

Source: 2018 Euromonitor International 

 

6. INTERNATIONAL TRADE 

Total exports 
 
Exports represent 29% of total wine production. Main exports countries are Germany (15%), 
China (14%), the UK (13%), the USA (10%), Belgium (8%), The Netherlands (7%), Canada (4%) and 
Japan (4%). 
 

YEAR ‘000 LITRES 

2012 1 500 000 

2013 1 450 000 

2014 1 430 000 

2015 1 400 000 

2016 1 440 000 

2017 1 540 000 

2018 1 400 000 

Source: OIV, Comtrade 

 

Total imports 
 
Imports mainly from Spain (69%) and Italy (13%). 
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YEAR ‘000 LITRES 

2012 594 000 

2013 528 000 

2014 690 000 

2015 780 000 

2016 760 000 

2017 760 000 

2018 620 000 

Source: OIV, Comtrade 

 

7. INTERNATIONAL POSITION  

3rd in global vineyards area. 

2nd in global wine production. 

13% of global exports. 

 

8. TRENDS & FORECASTS 
 

 Sales of wine will benefit from the progression of branding and alternatives to 
traditional glass bottles. 

 With a rise of 4% in total volume terms, still rosé wine is once again the main growth 
driver within wine in 2017. 

 Further unit price increases enable wine to record total current value growth of 1% in 
2017. 

 In an extremely fragmented competitive landscape, Castel Frères remains the only 
player with a double-digit volume share in 2017. 

 Wine is expected to decline at a marginally negative CAGR in total volume terms over 
the forecast period. 

 
How to limit structural decline? 
In a major wine-producing country such as France, in which consumers are progressively 
“drinking less but better quality”, progression in terms of the number of occasional and casual 
drinkers does not offset the decline in the number of regular consumers, who generally belong 
to the older generation. In addition, still light grape wine is losing one of its best ways to 
recruit young and/or female consumers, namely the previously dynamic niche of BABVs, which 
is due to the end of the fad for such flavoured drinks. 
 
Even so, some factors should limit this structural decline, such as the strong progression in 
equity of major brands, notably in still light grape wine. Despite its high level of sensitivity to 
the weather, still rosé wine remained the main growth driver. It is an easy drinking choice for 
many occasions (almost all meals, as an aperitif or for picnics) with a modern image, thus 
appealing to women and young people. It should benefit from further segmentation, with 
consumers trading up and the ongoing expansion of still rosé wines in bag-in-box packaging. 
 
BiBs and plastic/aluminium pouches are also expected to sustain sales of still light wines. BiBs 
already accounted for a third of volume sales in off-trade in 2017, and their sales should 
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benefit from more-aesthetic packaging and continued upgrading towards organic and/or more-
premium labels. 
 
Persistent loyalty to local wines, but consumers are increasingly tempted by new 
experiences 
French consumers are expected to continue to purchase local wines, notably AOP that is based 
on the region and appellation, the cultural identity of the domaine or château, the brand and 
the year of production; however, the AOP system is still expected to lose some consumers due 
to its complexity or the changes to quality and price – for instance, as the 2016 vintage is 
considered outstanding within Bordeaux wines, it will be sold at an above-average price 
compared with the disappointing 2017 vintage. Local IGP wines (with Indication of Geographical 
Proximity) should be more open to branding and accessible in terms of price. Nonetheless, they 
will face growing competition from mid-priced branded wines from other countries or from 
more-competitive low-cost bulk wine from Southern Europe. 
 
Thus, local consumers will also be tempted by new experiences. The recovery in sales of New 
World wines over 2016/2017, after their drastic fall over 2014/2015, showed that the French 
are more receptive, notably to South American and South African branded wines. Other 
countries with potential could be Portugal and Germany while traditional providers such as 
Spain, Italy and North Africa lost ground in premium and mid-priced still light wine in 2017. 
 
While it was previously not considered a threat, beer could also be an alternative to wine. For 
instance, still light wine could suffer from competition from premium ales, which are becoming 
increasingly fashionable for pairing with food in France. Beer is becoming so dynamic and 
profitable in France that modern grocery retailers may be tempted to reduce the space 
allocated to wine, to the benefit of more-dynamic and profitable beer. 
 
Ongoing war of bubbles 
The future is also challenging for French bubbles. Champagne houses have to end the spiral of 
trivialisation regarding the image of their mainstream brands, which were constantly being 
offered on promotion over 2016/2017, notably with less-frequent discounts or the repositioning 
of their distribution in on-trade or via wine cellars. 
 
The breakthrough of Spanish and Italian other sparkling wines is expected to continue thanks to 
the ongoing dynamism of Freixenet and other cava brands and due to the offensive from 
Prosecco, which in 2017 still surfed the successful wave of the spritz cocktail. AOP French 
other sparkling wines, such as Crémant from Loire, Bordeaux or Alsace, should be better 
equipped than others to counter this offensive thanks to the contribution from own creative 
brands. 
 
Castel Frères strengthens its leadership with the acquisition of Listel 
The thousands of independent wine producers in France, and the attachment of consumers to 
traditional châteaux and domaines, results in significant share fragmentation within wine. More 
than three-quarters of volume sales in France are in the hands of small and medium-sized local 
players or private label. 
 
In this predominantly unbranded category, Castel Frères remained the only player with a 
double-digit volume share in 2017 thanks to its huge quantities of IGP and Vin de France wines 
and their accessible prices – around EUR2.50-3.00 per bottle for its mainstream brands. In 
2017, it completed its impressive portfolio of economy and mid-priced brands (Roche Mazet, 
Cambras, Ormes de Cambras, Baron de Lestac, Jean Valestrel, Aimé Roquesante, Sidi Brahim, 
Boulaouane, Vieux Papes and La Villageoise) with Listel, the leading brand in still rosé wine. 
Castel Frères already partly owned Listel thanks to a joint venture with Vranken-Pommery 
Monopole, which finally sold its shares in July 2017. 
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Advini and Union InVivo state their ambitions 
This acquisition further widened the gap with Les Grands Chais de France, the closest branded 
challenger to Castel Frères and the owner of JP Chenet and Arthur Metz. Even so, the following 
top-five players have great ambitions. For instance, Advini, which already had an impressive 
number of subsidiaries and ranges (Les Vignobles JeanJean, Laroche, Ogier, Antoine Moueix, 
Rigal, Gassier and Cazes) acquired large wine estates in 2017: Anne de Joyeuse and Champy in 
France, and L’Avenir, le Bonheur and Ken Forester in South Africa. Advini wishes to double its 
sales over the forecast period. This is roughly the same aim for Union InVivo, the cooperative 
union that owns Vinadéis brands such as Mythique, Le Val and Black Réserve. Both are strong 
providers of retailers’ private label; nonetheless, they are increasingly developing their mid-
priced brands. 
 
Private label plays second fiddle 
Things did not improve for volume sales of private label in 2017, which was despite increasingly 
cut-price offerings. Private label players rarely launch any real innovations, traditionally 
focusing on the most-dynamic areas, notably IGP wines, bag-in-box formats and increasingly, 
organic wines. 
Source: Euromonitor International 

 
______________________________________ 


